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STATEFILINGS.COM 4.0
Two-way integration with SERFF has arrived. You can now submit filings and correspondence to 

departments of insurance without going into SERFF. The updated StateFilings.com reduces your time 

spent by managing multiple filing tasks at once. Fresh upgrades to this powerful, real-time platform 

continue to save your state filings teams a massive amount of time and protect against errors that 

can negatively impact approvals.

Instant Cloning

Do you need to submit the same filing in 50 states? 

Create it just once and clone it countrywide. Statefilings.

com will even split your combined rate, rule, and form 

filing into components where required.

Mass Updates for the Masses

Need to request an extension or status update for 

multiple filings? Use our Note to Reviewer templates 

to quickly draft and submit a request for multiple filings 

in one project or across multiple projects with just a 

few clicks. 

Proactive Notifications

Don’t waste time checking SERFF for updates to your 

filings. StateFilings.com will proactively email you when 

a regulator takes action on your filing, so you receive 

important updates instantly. 

Enhanced Template Library Functionality

Stop wasting time importing your form or rule 

templates one filing one at a time. Add the same 

template to your entire filing project in three clicks.

Bureau Monitoring

Tired of going to every bureau’s website daily to 

download circulars that affect your products? Use 

the StateFilings.com Circular Manager application to 

monitor all your bureaus in one location. Our Adoption 

Manager application recommends a filing activity for 

each actionable circular based on your adoption status. 

You can even offload adoption filings to Perr&Knight’s 

experienced regulatory compliance experts.

User-Friendly Data Mining Tools

Search your objection letters and the text of your forms, 

rules, or any other document stored in our libraries 

using our powerful “Full Text Search” feature.

Rigorous Security Standards

StateFilings.com is SOC 2 Type II Certified. We partner 

with CrowdStrike for data protection and conduct 

proactive penetration testing to defend against current 

and emerging cybersecurity threats.

Contact Perr&Knight to schedule a demo and free trial
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